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Classifying a TBox requires many subsumption tests, for example O |=?
Animal v P erson. For n the number of concept names in O, a naive algorithm
involves a quadratic number of these problems, and various optimisations, called
Enhanced Traversal algorithms, have been developed [1, 4]. In DLs, subsumption
is decidable but possibly computationally expensive, e.g. for SROIQ(D), it is
2NExpTime [5]. In this paper, we try to modify the standard Enhanced Traversal algorithm to work over a set of modules [3, 9] to optimize this core reasoning
task, classification. There are two potential benefits: to shorten the subsumption
test times (i.e., easification) and to reduce the number of subsumption tests by
avoiding some tests (i.e., avoidance).
In [7, 6], we investigated the potential sources of performance benefits for
blackbox modular reasoning (with a single delegate reasoner). Such schemes
have an enormous advantage of implementation flexibility and ease, but potentially have difficulty with overhead and missed opportunities. One insight from
[7] is that easification (at least for ontologies which can be processed within a
few hours) is not likely to be a source of dramatic performance gain. Worse, in
a blackbox context, we face a trade-off of maximising potential avoidance (e.g.,
using smaller modules) and minimising redundancy (since small modules tend
to overlap a lot, we end up redoing work). It was not clear that any blackbox
approach would show reliable benefits. Existing systems based on modularity, in
particular, MORe [8] and Chainsaw [11], do not provide reliable improvements
over their non-modular component reasoners except (for MORe) in very particular circumstances. Moreover, where they do provide significant performance
benefits, the reason for those benefits is unclear, i.e., whether they are due to
easification, avoidance, or a mix.
In this paper, we explore whether modifying the core Traversal algorithm
to be module aware is worth attempting. Since, touching the internals of complex and highly tuned systems such as modern description logic reasoners is a
labor intensive and fraught affair, and since existing Enhanced Traversal algorithms are already highly optimised, our first aim is to gather data about the
total amount of (further) avoidance possible for a given reasoner (Pellet [10])
over a significant corpus of ontologies (BioPortal). In other words, we want to
verify whether “module aware subsumption avoidance” is meaningful. Hence we
modify Pellet to be moderately module aware: we insert, between its Enhanced
Traversal algorithm and its subsumption checker, a module aware component
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that simply determines whether the ontology’s Atomic Decomposition 1 contains
enough information to answer the subsumption test in question. In this way, we
minimise the overhead of communicating between the core Pellet components
and our avoidance checker and gain insight into the potential avoidance gains of
module awareness for an existing Traversal algorithm.
We find that in BioPortal, on a significant number of ontologies, almost all
subsumption tests performed by Pellet can be avoided–despite the fact that Pellet uses an Enhanced Traversal algorithm. In Figure 1, we see an overview of
our results: each point represents an ontology, the X-axis the number of Subsumption Tests (STs) carried out by Pellet and the Y-axis the percentage of STs
avoided.

Fig. 1. Avoidance Percentage against calls to ST checker in Pellet on 166 ontologies

More precisely, we find that for a third of the ontologies, more than 90% of
subsumption tests performed by Pellet during classification can be avoided by
such a module aware system. For more than half of the ontologies, more than
70% can be avoided.
These results suggest that designing and implementing a full-blown, module aware traversal algorithm is likely to be net beneficial. We are currently
investigating module-based avoidance into Traversal algorithm.
1

A modular partition of an ontology computable in polynomial time [2] representing
all locality-based modules.
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